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Abstract: Lithium-based batteries are considered as the most advanced batteries technology,
which can be designed for high energy or high power storage systems. However, the battery
cells are never fully identical due to the fabrication process, surrounding environment
factors and differences between the cells tend to grow if no measures are taken. In order to
have a high performance battery system, the battery cells should be continuously balanced
for maintain the variation between the cells as small as possible. Without an appropriate
balancing system, the individual cell voltages will differ over time and battery system
capacity will decrease quickly. These issues will limit the electric range of the electric
vehicle (EV) and some cells will undergo higher stress, whereby the cycle life of these
cells will be shorter. Quite a lot of cell balancing/equalization topologies have been
previously proposed. These balancing topologies can be categorized into passive and
active balancing. Active topologies are categorized according to the active element used
for storing the energy such as capacitor and/or inductive component as well as controlling
switches or converters. This paper proposes an intelligent battery management system (BMS)
including a battery pack charging and discharging control with a battery pack thermal
management system. The BMS user input/output interfacing. The battery balancing system
is based on battery pack modularization architecture. The proposed modularized balancing
system has different equalization systems that operate inside and outside the modules.
Innovative single switched capacitor (SSC) control strategy is proposed to balance between
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the battery cells in the module (inside module balancing, IMB). Novel utilization of
isolated bidirectional DC/DC converter (IBC) is proposed to balance between the modules
with the aid of the EV auxiliary battery (AB). Finally an experimental step-up has been
implemented for the validation of the proposed balancing system.
Keywords: battery management system (BMS); single switched capacitor (SSC);
isolated bidirectional DC/DC converter (IBC); cell equalization; battery balancing;
MATLAB/Simulink

1. Introduction
Battery management systems (BMSs) are an important part of the battery system in electric
vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). The aim of the BMS is to protect the battery
system from damage, to predict and increase batteries life, and to maintain the battery system in an
accurate and reliable operational condition. The BMS performs several tasks, such as measuring the
system voltage, current and temperature (VIT), the cells’ state of charge (SoC), state of health (SoH)
and remaining useful life (RUL) determination, protecting the cells, thermal management, controlling
the charge/discharge procedure, monitoring, storing historical data, data acquisition, communication
with on-board and off-board modules (may be charger), and most importantly is the cell balancing [1].
Battery systems are affected by many factors, a key one being the cells unbalancing. Imbalance of
cells in a battery pack is an essential factor affecting of battery system life. Without a balancing system,
the individual cell voltages will drift apart over time. The capacity of the total pack will also decrease
more quickly during operation and the battery system will fail prematurely [2]. Thus, cell balancing is
important for preserving the battery life. Quite a lot of cell balancing/equalization methods have been
proposed such [1–39]. Furthermore, these BMS are reviewed in [1–7].
The cell imbalance is caused by internal and external sources, according to [37]. The internal
sources include manufacturing variance in charge storage volume, variations in internal impedance and
differences in self-discharge rate. External sources are mainly caused by some multi-rank pack protection
integrated circuits (ICs), which drain charge unequally from the different series ranks in the pack.
In addition the thermal difference across the pack results in different self-discharge rates of the cells [2].
The balancing topologies can be categorized into passive and active balancing, as shown in Figure 1.
The passive balancing methods remove the excess charge from the fully charged cell(s) through a
passive element, resistor, until the charge matches those of the lower cells in the battery pack or
matches a charge reference. The resistor element will be either in fixed mode such as [7,8] or in
switched mode according the system as presented in [1–7,9–11].
The active cell balancing methods remove charge from higher energy cell(s) and deliver it to lower
energy cell(s). According to this energy transfer between cells active balancing is more efficient than
passive balancing. Different topologies are used according to the active element used for storing the
energy such as capacitor and/or inductive component as well as controlling switches or converters as
reported in [1–7,14–41].
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Figure 1. Passive and active cell balancing topologies [1]. Reprinted/Reproduced with
permission from 2011 [1].

In this paper, an intelligent BMS is proposed. The design and the implementation of the battery
pack (BP) prototype are described in details. The proposed BMS includes a novel cell balancing
system based on battery pack modularization. Furthermore, the selection of the system’s components
(such as switches, isolation circuits, gate drivers, voltages, currents, temperatures sensing circuits,
microcontrollers, and interfacing circuit) are described in detail. Finally, the experimental results are
presented and analyzed.
The paper is divided into nine sections: the first section presents a general introduction; the second
section explores the BMS construction and tasks; the third section deals battery balancing based on
pack modularization; the fourth section describes the proposed modularized balancing system; the fifth
section describes the BMS simulation results; the sixth section presents experimental prototype
implementation including the system’s elements details; the seventh section illustrates the experimental
results with various cells types and balancing techniques; the eighth section presents a suggested price
for the proposed BMS; finally, the summary and conclusions are presented in the ninth section.
2. BMSs
Battery technology has been used since the invention of the first voltaic cell in the 1800s and a lot
of researches have been performed for batteries and applications [40–47]. Because of the increased
interest in hybrid vehicles and battery EVs, a BMS has become one of the chief components in
these vehicles. The main goal of BMS is to minimize the variation between the cells in the battery pack.
Therefore, the run-time per cycle can be increased, and in addition, a higher number of cycles can
be achieved [48].
The functions of a BMS in HEVs and plug-in hybrid EVs (PHEVs) are multifaceted. They include
monitoring the conditions of individual cells that make up the battery, maintaining all the cells within
their operating limits, protecting the cells from out-of-tolerance conditions, compensating for any
imbalances in cell parameters within the battery chain, providing information about the SoC, SoH,
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RUL of the battery, providing the optimum charging algorithm and responding to changes in the
vehicle operating mode [48].
BMSs Architecture and Tasks
The BMS can have many configurations according to the tasks that should be performed. An example
of a BMS in specify applications is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Overall architecture of a battery management system (BMS) [49]. SoC: state of
charge; SoH: state of health; and RUL: remaining useful life. Reprinted/Reproduced with
permission from 2013 [49].

The BMS protects the battery system from damage, predicts and increases battery life, and maintains
the battery system in an accurate and reliable operating condition. Battery pack cells imbalance is a vital
issue in the battery system life. The BMS performs several tasks such as measuring the system VIT,
the cells’ SoC, SoH, and RUL estimation as [50–54], protecting the cells, thermal management,
controlling the charge/discharge procedure, data acquisition, communication with on-board/off-board
modules, monitoring, storing historical data and most important task is the cell balancing [1].
3. Battery Balancing Systems Based on Pack Modularization
The general idea of the battery balancing topologies based on a modularization aspect is performed
by dividing the battery pack into groups of cells. Inside each group there is an equalization system to
balance the subgroup’s cells. In addition, outside the groups there is another equalization system,
which balances between the groups as shown in Figure 3, which illustrates the BMS, which includes
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battery balancing based on modularization. The BMS controller can be implemented by using one
processing system, which manages the subgroups and balances the various groups. In addition, the
master-slaves control topology can be implemented with the cells groups. Each subgroup balancing
circuit is controlled by one slave controller, as well as, the groups balancing circuit is controlled by
another slave controller and the BMS block reflects the master controller.
Figure 3. Battery pack balancing based on modularization structure.

3.1. Battery Pack Modularization Review
Several modularized balancing systems were proposed. Inside these subgroups (modules),
different balancing schemes were proposed such as switched resistor, switched capacitor, single switched
capacitor (SSC), single switched inductor (SI) and single switched transformer. The balancing systems
between the modules are the switched capacitor, SSC, SI, single SI and DC/DC converters, which can
be implemented.
In [17], a modularized balancing topology is proposed, which gives fast balancing using the
multi-winding transformer. It uses the multi-winding transformer (MWT) for balancing inside and
outside the modules. Moreover, it proposes the switching capacitor equalization system as another
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balancing system for comparison. Unfortunately, using the switched capacitor outside the modules will
increase the balancing system size and cost. In addition, there are losses in the transformer of the
MWT balancing system.
In [55], the buck, boost and buck-boost (bi-directional) DC/DC converters are used for energy
transfer between battery pack’s cells. Unfortunately, with the long battery pack stack (100 cells for a
typical battery pack system of 330 V nominal voltage) the usage of the DC converters for each cell
will be very expensive. Dividing the battery pack into groups will allow the use of the DC converters
for balancing between the groups that will reduce the balancing system cost and result in a high-energy
efficiency. Here, in these cases the balancing system must have another cell balancing technique and
protection system inside the modules.
Several DC converter topologies are used for cell (module) balancing. Some converters (e.g., buck)
balancing are based on transferring the energy from battery pack to the cell(s). Other converters (e.g.,
boost converters) utilize energy transfer from cell(s) to the battery pack. Third converters (bi-directional)
are balance between cells or modules. Another converter (bi-directional) topology is based on balancing
between cell(s) and DC-link bus.
3.2. Battery Pack Modularization Advantages
Modularization of large battery pack (e.g., with 100 cells or more) is done by dividing the pack’s
cells into groups, often corresponding to physical multi-cell modules. The battery pack modularization
topologies (cells grouping) have several advantages such as:
• Dividing the battery pack into groups that will reduce the balancing control strategy complexity
by performing the tasks from one controller over several controllers. In addition, it makes
the control system structure simple.
• It increases the battery system efficiency by decrease the energy losses during energy transfer
along the battery string. Especially if the balancing uses cell-to-cell equalization, such as
switched capacitor (SC) and SI, with a long battery string.
• Using different balancing topologies inside and outside the modules offer the benefits of these
various topologies, such as, low cost, high energy efficiency, fast balancing time, etc.
• The cell(s) or module(s) can easily be installed and removed.
• Reducing the switches’ voltage and/or current stress.
• Reducing the active balancing element (capacitor, inductor) size and cost, e.g., using SSC with
16 V is smaller, safer and cheaper than using SSC with 50 V or higher.
4. Proposed Battery Balancing Modularization Based on SSC and Bi-Directional DC Converter
with the EV’s Auxiliary Battery (AB)
Proceeding from the advantages of the modularized balancing system and combining them with the
advantages of the shuttling capacitor and the DC converters active balancing systems, an innovative
balancing system is established.
Usually in the EVs, there is an isolated buck DC converter. It is connected between the main
battery pack (high voltage) and the EV small AB (low voltage). The AB is used for lighting, low power
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applications and the control systems. This converter is used for recharging the AB. It must be isolated
DC-DC converter to separate the high voltage battery pack and the low voltage AB, the EV’s body,
as well.
The proposed balancing system is based on battery pack modularization with an isolated bi-directional
DC-DC converter (IBC) and SSC balancing according to the following steps:
1. Dividing the battery pack into modules (set of cells) and construct the corresponding
switching system. By using one IBC as shown in Figure 4, the energy can be transferred
between the modules and the AB. This balancing topology is based on transferring the excess
energy from the higher module into the AB through the IBC, and then it transfers the energy
again to the lower module till the modules are balanced well. In this configuration, there is no
need for the conventional buck converter, where the AB can be recharged by using the proposed
bi-directional balancing converter. As a result, no high cost will be added into EV when
replacing the conventional buck converter by the proposed IBC.
2. The second part of the proposed balancing system is using the SSC balancing circuits as
illustrated in the right-hand side part of Figure 4, for balancing between the cells inside the module.
So that, there is one SSC balancing circuit per module.
The complete modularized balancing system is shown in Figure 4. A prototype of 12 lithium-ion
cells of 20 A·h is proposed for simulation and experimental prototype. The pack is divided into three
modules with four cells per module. The balancing system consists of three SSC circuits, which will
balance between cells inside the modules and one isolated bi-directional DC-DC converter to balance
between the modules through the AB.
The proposed control system approach is based on master-slaves strategy, where the balancing
inside the groups has been managed by one slave controller (e.g., microcontroller). Also, the balancing
between the modules has been achieved by using another slave microcontroller. All these slaves are
connected and managed by one master microcontroller. The tasks of the master and slaves are
described below:
• The first slaves’ (inside modules) microcontroller tasks: these microcontrollers record the
subgroup cells information (voltages V, current I, and temperature T). According to these data,
the microcontroller takes the decision of subgroups cells balancing. If the cells need balancing,
the controller select the higher and the lower energy cells then start balancing by proposed
control strategy to the corresponding switches. In addition, if the module’s temperature is high,
the microcontroller activates the cooling system.
• The second section is the master microcontroller. It reads the cells/modules data (V, I and T)
from the slaves. Then it sends the modules (V, I and T) data to the slave No. 4 (the converter’s slave).
In addition, the master microcontroller controls the interfacing between the modules, user interfacing
keypad and display screen.
• The converter’s microcontroller. This slave microcontroller reads the modules and the AB
information from the master controller. If the modules need to be balanced, the battery pack and
the AB can perform the balancing. The slave microcontroller selects the higher energy module
and connects it to the AB for a certain time. Then it connects the lower energy module to the AB
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at the same time as well. In addition, the slave microcontroller controls the cooling of the
electronic circuits.
Figure 4. Proposed modularized balancing system.

5. Modularized SSC/Bidirectional DC/DC Converter (BC) Balancing System Simulation
In this section the proposed balancing system as described in Section 4 is simulated by using
MATLAB/Simulink®. This kind of simulation is performed for verifying the power circuits’ validity.
In other words, it simulates the battery pack including the SSC and BC balancing for cells’ energy
transferring verification (power circuit).
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5.1. SSC Modules Internal Balancing Model
The prototype consists of 12 cells in series. Each cell has a capacity of 20 A·h and rated voltage of
3.65 V, while the package voltage is around 43.8 V. This battery pack is divided into 3 series of
modules with four cells per module.
Sub-module or inside module balancing (IMB) system is realized by using a modified single-switched
capacitor balancing system. The proposed system can achieve the balancing between the cells inside
each module. It means that each module has its own SSC balancing system. The proposed SSC
balancing-system schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of module “No. i” SSC cells balancing with boosting DC
converter [39]. Reprinted/Reproduced with permission from 2013 [39].

Figure 5 shows the model of one SSC-IMB. The model consists of: four cells of the module, AB
(for the SSC capacitor boosting), balancing capacitor, switching devices, and the controller. As shown
in Figure 5, the SSC-MIB can be described as follows:
• The SSC uses nine (n + 5) switches to balance the cells of the module “No. i”, where i indicates
the module number 1, 2 and 3. The switches shown in Figure 5 are five at the battery output; two
for each bidirectional switch block and one “Sp” for the capacitor boosting. All switches are
bidirectional switches expect the switch, which is named as “Sp”. In one case, this switch can be
connected to the cell +ve terminal. However, in another case it can be connected to another cell
−ve terminal. In other word, the current will path in both directions during charging and
discharging operating modes.
• The AB supplies the small isolated DC-DC converter (for capacitor boosting), as well as the
whole BMS electronics circuits.
• The control of these switches has been implemented by the control pulses as shown in Figure 6.
The control pulses are generated in each module according to the following phases:
a. Selecting the higher and the lower energy cells;
b. Connecting the capacitor to the higher charged cell during the period D1T or DT
(capacitor charging);
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c. Rest period (determined according to the cells capacity and the energy difference between cells);
d. Connecting the capacitor to the AB for capacitor voltage boosting through a small DC/DC
converter (capacitor boosting);
e. Rest period, it means that all switches are turned-off;
f. Connecting the capacitor to the lower charged cell during the period D2T = DT
(capacitor discharging);
g. Rest period.
Figure 6. Modified single switched capacitor (SSC) balancing with the boosting technique
pulses for one charge/discharge pulse.

5.2. BC, MB Model
The module balancing (MB) or the balancing between the modules (module ↔ converter ↔ AB)
utilizes one BC with the auxiliary. The Simulink model of the BC is designed as proposed in [56,57].
The simulated DC/DC converter is a non-isolated BC as shown in Figure 7. The BC simulation is
done by using one non-isolated BC as shown in Figure 7 with the aid of MATLAB/Simulink tools
with full control system.
Figure 7. Non-isolated bidirectional DC/DC converter (BC) simulation model [56,57].
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The control of converter is implemented by using another slave controller. The master controller
collects the models cells’ voltages from the slaves then it sends the modules voltages to the converter
slave controller. According to these measurements, the converter’s controller connects the higher
energy module into the AB (buck mode or high module discharging) for a certain time e.g., 1 min.
After that the controller connects the AB into the lower energy module (boost mode or low module
charging) for the same time 1 min.
The cell charging and discharging timing is changed according to the cells nominal capacities and
the difference between the modules. As the cells capacity or the modules voltage differences are
decreasing as the converter connecting periods are decreasing too.
5.3. Simulation Results
Two simulations tests are performed into the proposed balancing system (the whole battery pack) to
analyze the balancing system performances:
 The first simulation is executed by using the modularization system with the SSC balancing
only. Taking into account that this SSC balancing did not use the boosting technique;
 The second simulation is performed by using the modularization system with the internal SSC
(including boosting technique) balancing and the BC balancing between the modules.
The simulations are obtained according to the next assumed conditions:
• The initial SoC of the modules’ cells are:
o Module 1, 80%, 77%, 68% and 65% SoC for Cell 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively;
o Module 2, 60%, 57%, 48% and 45% SoC for Cell 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively;
o Module 3, 40%, 37%, 28% and 25% SoC for Cell 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively.
• The module’s cells balancing are occurred when the maximum difference of the cells’ SoC is
around 5%.
• Each module has its SSC balancing with individual control systems.
Figures 8–10 show the simulation results. Figure 8 shows the cells voltages for the three modules
including the SSC voltage of each module. Figure 9 presents the cells SoCs in each module. Finally,
Figure 10 shows the modules energies and the modules energies summation.
As initial conclusions of the first simulation results, the figures show that:
o The second module result, located in the middle section of Figure 9, gives a bigger SoC
difference than the other two modules. Because these modules’ cells are located in the
lithium iron phosphate (LFP) flat voltage region. Therefore small voltage difference gives high
SoC differences.
o The system energy as shown at the bottom of Figure 10 is 47.937 W·h when the balancing starts
and 47.9 W·h at end of balancing. That means the energy losses during the test are 0.037 W·h.
This gives an energy efficiency of 99.9%.
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Figure 8. Simulation No. 1 (SSCs only) results: Module 1 cells voltages, Module 2 cells
voltages and Module 3 cells voltages (including the capacitor voltage).

Figure 9. Simulation No. 1 (SSCs only) results: Module 1 cells SoCs, Module 2 cells
SoCs, and Module 3 cells SoCs.
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Figure 10. Simulation No. 1 (SSCs only) results: modules energies and energies summation.

The conclusions of the analyzed simulation results are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. SSC and SSC/BC battery balancing comparison.
Points of comparison
Modules maximum SoC differences
at t = 0 (M1, M2, M3)%
Modules maximum SoC differences
at t = 2.75 h (M1, M2, M3)%
Modules maximum SoC differences
at t = 12 h (M1, M2, M3)%
Balancing time (h) M1, M2, M3
Initial energies summation (W·h)
M1, M2, M3 & M1 + M2 + M3
Energies summation at t = 2.75 h (W·h)
M1, M2, M3 & M1 + M2 + M3
Final energies summation (W·h)
M1, M2, M3 & M1 + M2 + M3
Total energy losses at 2.75 h (W·h)
System efficiency (%)

SSC without boosting

SSC/BC

15, 15, 15

15, 15, 15

8, 14, 7

12, 13, 12

3, 12, 1.5

Not available

7.5, NO *, 4.5

Not available

22.1, 16, 9.8 & 47.94

22.1, 16, 9.8 & 47.94 + 353 (AB)

22.1, 16, 9.8 & 47.94

16.65, 16, 16.65 & 49.3 + 348.5 (AB)

22.1, 16, 9.8 & 47.93

Not available

0.01
99.98

3.14
99.2

* Balance not occurred for the second module cells till end of test, 12 h.

Figure 11 shows the cells voltages for the three modules including the SSC voltage for each module.
Figure 12 presents the cells SoCs in each module. Finally, Figure 13 shows the modules energies,
modules energies summation and AB energy.
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Figure 11. Simulation No. 2 (proposed SSCs and BC) results: Module 1 cells voltages,
Module 2 cells voltages and Module 3 cells voltages.

Figure 12. Simulation No. 2 (proposed SSCs and BC) results: Module 1 cells SoCs,
Module 2 cells SoCs and Module 3 cells SoCs.
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Figure 13. Simulation No. 2 (proposed SSCs and BC) results: modules energies, energies
summation and the auxiliary battery (AB) energy.

The proposed balancing system presented in the second simulation runs only for nearly 3 h.
As a reason of the huge memory and long simulation time of the BC and SSCs complicated systems
are needed by the simulation system. According to the second simulation results as shown above,
other conclusions are cleared as follows:
o The DC/DC converter transfers high amount of energy (6.1 W·h) from the first module into the
module in a very small time (5 min) with balancing current of 8 A. It is clear that the converter
reduces the balancing time significantly.
o The maximum differences of modules SoCs as shown in Figure 9 at time t = 2.75 h are 12%,
13% and 12%, respectively. The same maximum differences of modules SoCs as illustrated in
Figure 12 at the same time are 8%, 14% and 7%, respectively.
The conclusions of the simulation results are presented in Table 1. Table 1 gives the comparison
between the 12 cells battery pack modularization balancing using the SSC for each module only and
using the SSC with the BC.
As can be seen from the previous Figures and Table 1, following conclusions can be summarized:
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• The first simulation results:
o This simulation has internal MB system only, and there is no balancing between the modules.
Therefore, there are big differences between the modules energies.
o Modules one and three give very small SoC differences at end of balance (3% and 1.5%).
o The SSC balancing without the boosting technique did not give acceptable results for
the middle module. Where the maximum SoC difference was 12% after 12 h of balancing.
Because these modules’ cells are located in the FLP flat voltage region.
o The system energy shown at the bottom of Figure 10 is 47.937 W·h when balancing starts and
47.9 at the end of test. Consequently the energy loss during the test is 0.037 W·h. This gives
an energy efficiency of 99.9%.
• The second simulation results based on the first 2.75 h of balancing:
o As shown in Figure 11 and Table 1, the DC/DC converter operates only in the first 5 min of
the balancing process. It transfers the energy from the higher module (M1) to the lower
module (M3). Thus these three modules have nearly the same energies.
o The middle module (M2) has a maximum SoC difference of 13% using the proposed SSC
balancing against 14% in the first test using the traditional SSC balancing.
o The first and the third modules (M1 and M3) have higher maximum SoC difference (12% and
12%) than the same results of the first test (8% and 7%). The reason is that after the converter
balancing, the two modules are going to the open-circuit-voltage versus SoC (OCV-SoC)
flat region. Thus the cells voltage difference and balancing current become smaller.
o The converter can take the second and the third module upper away from this OCV-SoC
flat region. In this case the balancing of the three modules is faster.
6. Modularized SSC/BC Balancing System Prototype
This section describes the Proteus/ISIS® (Labcenter Electronics Ltd., Grassington, UK) models
implementation, as well as the experimental setup including the system component description
and selection.
As explained in the previous sections (specify) the prototype battery pack of 12 cells in series with
20 A·h and 43.8 V has been implemented experimentally. The SSC is used for achieving the IMB.
However, the balancing between the modules is realized by using BC.
The prototype consists of three modules (four cells per module) with one control circuit per module,
which is controlled by using one slave microcontroller. In addition, another slave circuit is used for
controlling the BC balancing. The four slaves are monitored by the master microcontroller, which controls
the interfacing between the slaves. In addition, the master microcontroller circuit has an input/output
user interface. The complete prototype is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14 shows the battery pack prototype with the proposed modularization balancing system.
As shown the system consists of the following items:
(1) An AB;
(2) Three slaves control circuits for IMB (SSC balance circuit);
(3) The master circuit with user interfacing keypad and display screen;
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IBC converter control circuit;
Fan for system circuits cooling;
Battery pack modules (three modules, four cells/module, 20 A·h);
Cells external connectors;
Fans for modules cooling;
Cells gathering connectors.

The prototype circuits are described in the following sections in detail.
Figure 14. Battery pack experimental prototype setup.

6.1. SSC Modules Internal Balancing Circuit Implementation
The SSC balancing slaves (1, 2 and 3) control circuits are simulated by using Proteus/ISIS
simulation program. The simulation using the ISIS program is the primary step to implement the
experimental control circuit. This simulation model can investigate the proposed control strategy by
using the microcontroller. The circuits’ PCB can be generated by using ISIS program as well. The circuit
of each slave explanation is divided into four parts as shown in Figure 15.
As shown in Figure 15, the slave circuit comprises four parts, which are given as follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The SSC main circuit including the cells connectors, the switches matrix and the capacitor;
The switches isolation opto-couplers and driving circuit;
Power supply circuit, sensors (current, voltage temperature sensors) and fan control circuit;
The microcontroller circuit including I2C interfacing.
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Figure 15. SSC slave control circuit global view [39]. Reprinted/Reproduced with
permission from 2013 [39].
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6.2. Switches, Isolation and Driving Circuit
SSC’s bidirectional switches matrix. The power flow through the switches is in both directions.
Therefore the switches must be bidirectional. The bidirectional switches are implemented by using two
anti-series MOSFETs “IRFB3806PBF” (see Figure 16) with a rating of 60 V, 43 A and 15 mΩ
(maximum on-resistor) [49].
Figure 16. Bidirectional switch using two anti-series MOSFETs.
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IRL3714Z

D
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The second part of the SSC slave-control circuit is shown in Figure 17. It illustrates the switches
isolation and driver circuits. This circuit provides the isolation between the control circuit
(microcontroller) and the power circuits (switches), as well as, isolation between the matrix switches.
The implementation of the switches isolation driver-circuit is tested by using TLP250, opto-coupler as
shown in Figure 17 [49].
As shown in Figure 17, the DC source of each opto-coupler’s output is obtained from a small
isolated DC/DC converter, which is mentioned before (MEE3-series family, MEE3S1215SC) but with
12/15 V voltage ratio and 0.2 A output current rating (3 W) [49]. These driver converters are supplied
from the AB. One converter for each bidirectional switch is implemented to ensure the full isolation
between the power circuits.
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Figure 17. Switches optocoupler isolation driving circuits, TLP250 opto-coupler.
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6.3. Power Supply, Cooling Fan, Current, Voltage and Temperature Measurements
The third section of SSC slave-control circuit is the circuit power supply, cooling fan circuit, VIT
sensing implementation. The SSC power supply and the capacitor balancing current sensing are shown
in Figure 18.
The slave circuit power supply is shown in the top of Figure 18. The power circuit is supplied from
the AB through a 7812-voltage regulator. Then two MEE3S1215SC 3 W isolated converters are
implemented to have ±15 V sources. One of these converters (+15 V) is followed by a 7805-voltage
regulator to have +5 V (VDD) for the microcontroller. In addition, voltage divider resistors are
implemented to have +2.5 V as a reference for the microcontroller ADC in order to increase the
accuracy of the VIT measurements. The second converter (−15 V) is followed by a 7905-voltage
regulator to have −5 V for current sensing circuit.
Current sensor amplifier is illustrated in the bottom of Figure 18. The SSC balancing current is
measured through Rs with 10 mΩ resistor, which is serially connected to the capacitor. Then this
current is amplified and reversed through three amplified modules. After that, this amplified reversed
current is summed with an additional offset and reversed again. Consequently, changes of the negative
current values into positive values to be measurable by the microcontroller. This circuit is executed
using one op-amp module “LM324AN” that has four internal built-in op-amps internally [49].
Cells voltage sensors are shown in Figure 19. The four cells’ voltages are measured by using a
differential method (except the second cell, which is connected directly to the microcontroller’s ADC).
A high precision operational amplifier “OPA4277PA”, with four op-amps inside is used for this
purpose and its outputs is connected directly to microcontroller’s ADC.
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Figure 18. SSC Slave control circuit ISIS model Part 3: circuit power supply, and
current sensing.
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Figure 19. SSC slave control circuit ISIS model Part 3: voltages differential sensing.
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Temperature sensor is illustrated in Figure 20. Its connectors send a signal with 5 V to the thermometer
“LM35DT”, as shown in Figure 20 and get the temperature value. They are four connectors to measure
the four cells’ temperatures.
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Figure 20. Temperature sensor setup.
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The power supply of the cooling fan and its speed control circuit are shown in Figure 21. The fan
power supply utilizes a 12 V (7812) voltage regulator. The fan speed is controlled by PWM output
from the slave microcontroller.
Figure 21. SSC slave control circuit ISIS model Part 3: the module cooling fan supply and
control circuit.
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6.4. Implemented BC
The balancing between the modules, as mentioned before is experimentally implemented by using
two isolated forward converters modules “UWE-12/6” and “UWE-15/5” as is shown in Figure 22.
Figure 22. Module balancing (MB) using two forward DC converters.
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The simulation model of the two converters modules (UWE-12/6 and UWE-15/5) with their control
circuit is simulated by using Proteus/ISIS program.
The MB, i.e., between the modules and through the AB, is implemented experimentally by using
two forward converter modules “UWE-12/6” and “UWE-15/5”, as presented in Figure 23. The first
converter module “UWE-12/6” has the properties of wide input voltage range (from 9 V to 36 V)
and output voltage (12 ± 1.2 V) with 6 A rating. It is used for transferring the energy from the battery
pack higher modules to the AB. The second converter module is “UWE-15/5”. It also has wide input
voltage range as well (from 9 V to 36 V) and output voltage (15 ± 1.5 V) with 5 A rating. It is used for
the reverse energy transfer from the AB to the battery pack lower module.
Figure 23. Isolated BC experimental implementation using UWE-12/6 [58].

6.5. Master Control Circuit Experimental Implementation
The simulation model of the master control circuit is designed by using the Proteus/ISIS program as
shown in Figure 24. The master control circuit consists of:
•
•
•
•

The master microcontroller (PIC18F4550) with 20 MHz crystal.
Keypad and display screen, they are used for user interfacing.
The circuit ICs’ power supply. It utilizes a 7805-voltage regulator.
I2C interfacing connectors to achieve the connection between the master and the
slaves’ microcontrollers.
• RS232 interfacing for connecting the master microcontroller with the personal computer. It uses
the “MAX232” dual EIA-232 drivers/receivers to adjust the voltage difference level between
the microcontroller and the computer’s RS232 port.
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Figure 24. Master control ISIS model: microcontroller, RS232 interface, I2C interface,
power supply, user interface keypad and display screen.
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7. Experimental Results
This section presents the experimental results of the proposed modularization balancing prototype.
These experimental tests are divided into two categories:
1st

results are obtained from the tests, which are carried out on two series LFP Li-Ion cells rated
as 2.3 A·h capacities and 3.3 V nominal voltages. In these tests, the cells are balanced by
using the SSC balancing system without modularization to observe the influences of the
switching frequency, capacitor values, the cells voltage difference and the proposed boosting
technique into the balancing performance.
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2nd experimental results are obtained based on the battery pack prototype of 12 Li-ion cells.
The pack cells are defined with 20 A·h and 3.65 V each. This pack can be balanced using the
modularized SSC balancing system. These results are obtained based on the SSC balancing
without using the BC balancing and the SSC balancing operates with the BC MB.
As a preliminary result, an experimental example of the capacitor behavior (voltage and current)
during one microcontroller pulse pattern is shown in Figure 6. The charging, boosting and discharging
with the rest periods of the capacitor voltage and current are shown in Figure 25.
In Figure 25, channel “A” is the capacitor voltage, while the capacitor current is represented by
channel “B” (through 10 mΩ resistor). This example is captured at cells voltage difference about 750 mV.
Figure 25. Experimental capacitor voltage and current with one charge-boost-discharge pulses.

7.1. Experimental Results on 2.3 A·h Cells
The 2.3 A·h cells’ tests have been realized according to the following conditions and the summary
given in Table 2:
• The cells and the capacitor voltages are measured by using a Fluke “177” digital multimeter with
an accuracy of ±0.09%. The multimeter measurements are taken every 1 h or 2 h according to
the cell type.
• Eight tests have been performed on these cells. The two cells are started with voltages of
3.288 V and 3.212 V (Vdiff. = 76 mV). The initial SoC of these cells are around 35% and 11.3%,
respectively (SoC difference is around 23.7% or 545 mA·h).
• The tests are performed by using open-loop control. Where the controller did not measure
the cells’ voltages. In other words, it is directly shuttling the energy between the two cells.
• The time of tests is around 24 h so that there is a rest (nearly 12 h) after the first 12 h of
balancing test.
• The testing procedure is classified into three categories:
(1) The first category is carried out by using the same capacitor value with different switching
frequency (Tests No. 1–3).
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(2) The second category uses the same switching frequency with different capacitors value
(Tests No. 3–5).
(3) The third balancing category is the proposed SSC control topology with the boosting
technique (Tests No. 6–8).
• The experimental Tests No. 6 and 8 have fixed boosting pulses of 250 μs and 40 μs, respectively.
While the Test No. 7 has variable boosting pulses. The balancing is started the boosting pulse
was 250 μs for 6 h. Then it decreases to 150 μs for another 6 h and finally the pulse was 50 μs till
the end of the test.
Table 2. Experimental balancing tests, two 2.3 A·h sequences using SSC.
Test No.

Variable F & C

Boosting technique

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

C (mF)

F (Hz)

Boosting pulse (μs)

22
22
22
4.7
0.47
22
22
22

83
588
2000
2000
2000
83
83
588

250
250-150-50
40

T divisions (μs):
higher cell-off-lower cell-off
5800-200-5800-200
800-50-800-50
200-50-200-50
200-50-200-50
200-50-200-50
5800-50_250_50-5800-50
5800-50_tBoost_50-5800-50
800-20_40_20-800-20

Table 3 will gives more information and results summery of these tests.
Table 3. Two 2.3 A·h cells balancing experimental testing sequences results using SSC
with boosting technique. OCV: open-circuit-voltage.
Test
No.

C

F

(mF) (Hz)

Balancing
time (h)

SoC @ balance

OCV @ balance
Cell 1

Cell 2

Diff.

Cell 1

Cell 2

Diff.

Sum

Notes

(V)

(V)

(mV)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

1

22

83

22

3.254

3.250

4

23.5

22.1

1.4

45.6

4 mV till 24 h

2

22

588

20

3.251

3.247

4

22.5

21.3

1.2

43.8

4 mV till 24 h

3

22

2000

17.5

3.249

3.245

4

21.9

20.6

1.3

42.5

4 mV till 20 h

4

4.7

2000

18

3.247

3.243

4

21.3

19.9

1.4

41.2

-

5

0.47 2000

19

3.246

3.242

4

21

19.6

1.4

40.6

-

6

22

83

24

3.274

3.272

2

30.8

30.2

0.6

61

4 mV @ 13 h

7

22

83

21

3.260

3.259

1

25.7

25.2

0.5

50.9

4 mV @ 15 h

8

22

588

19

3.253

3.252

1

23.2

22.9

0.3

46.1

4 mV @ 14 h

As mentioned, the cells voltages were 3.288 V and 3.212 V (Vdiff. = 76 mV) before balance start,
the SoCs were 35% and 11.3% (SoC difference is 23.7% or 545 mA·h) and the SoC summation was
46.3% (this is used as an indication of the total charges in the cells). Table 3 summarizes the previous
experimental testing results.
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the preliminary eight tests. From these two tables it is easy to conclude
the following:
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From Tests No. 1–3 (Figures 26–28) for the same capacitor value (22 mF) and variable
switching frequency, the balancing speed is direct proportional with the switching frequency.
Figure 26. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 1).

Figure 27. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 2).
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Figure 28. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 3).





As can be seen in Tests No. 1–5, the minimum voltage difference is 4 mV. This voltage is
obtained after very long time. In addition, Li-ion flat voltage region gives SoC difference
around 8% according to the voltage difference (4 mV).
From Tests No. 3–5 (Figures 28–30) for the same switching frequency and variable
capacitor values, the balancing speed are direct proportional with the capacitor values. In addition,
over a certain capacitor value (experimental found around 4.7 mF) the balancing time cannot be
decreased any more.
Figure 29. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 4).
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Figure 30. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 5).



The proposed SSC’s control topology Tests No. 6–8 (Figures 31–33) give the smallest voltage
difference between the cells with the smallest balancing time. This small voltage difference can
overcome LFP batteries flat voltage balancing problems.
Figure 31. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 6).



The boosting pulse in Test No. 6 is large (250 μs) that makes the capacitor instant voltage
becomes more than the higher cell voltage. It makes the capacitor charges and boosts the lower
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cell and the higher cell as well. It is clear in the cells final SoC summation, it will be higher
than the normal balancing cases.
The boosting pulse in Test No. 7 (Figure 32) decreases along the test (from 250 μs to 50 μs)
gathering with the cells voltage difference decrease. It improves the capacitor voltage behavior
while the capacitor voltage not so high than the higher energy cell voltage. However, it takes
longer balancing time than Test No. 6 (Figure 31).
Figure 32. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 7).









The boosting pulse in Test No. 8 (Figure 33) is fixed and small enough along the test (40 μs).
It makes the capacitor voltage during the boosting pulse sufficient to overcome the LFP Li-ion’s
flat voltage without receiving high-energy amount from the auxiliary source.
These tests give very small voltage difference between the cells. They are acceptable results,
but the controller in these tests is switching between the two cells without measuring their
voltages (open-loop). It means with the cells’ voltages measurement, these voltage errors may
be increased due to measurements errors. This case will be verified in the next experimental
test where they are implemented in open-loop and closed-loop control.
By comparing Tests No. 2 and 8, they have the same capacitor value and the switching
frequency. For the same final voltage differences (4 mV) the proposed SSC balancing system
(Test No. 8) reaches it after 14 h and the normal SSC balancing achieved it after 20 h. That means
the proposed SSC balancing reduces the balancing time by 30%.
By comparing Tests No. 2 and 8, the proposed SSC balancing system (Test No. 8) has a voltage
difference of 1 mV after 19 h while the normal SSC balancing has a voltage difference of 4 mV
till 24 h. The proposed SSC balancing has the minimum voltage difference.
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Figure 33. Experimental results of 2.3 A·h cells with SSC balancing (Test No. 8).

7.2. Experimental Results on 20 A·h Cells Prototype
The second test category is carried out on the prototype of 20 A·h LiNiMnCoO2 Li-ion cells with
total voltage of 43.8 V. The cells are balanced by using the proposed modularized SSC balancing
system and the isolated bidirectional DC/DC converter (IBC). The tests results show the SSC
balancing with and without the BC balancing.
These tests are performed using open and closed-loop control. During the closed-loop operation,
the controller measures the cells voltage, selects the higher and lower cells, and shuttles the energy
between these cells.
Now the prototype battery pack can be tested with the SSC balance gathering with the BC balance.
Three experimental tests are performed on prototype battery pack:
1st

experiment is applied on two cells only as shown in Figure 34. The SSC balancing is utilized
by using open-loop control strategy. In this case, the microcontroller is switching the
capacitor between the two cells periodically.
2nd test uses the SSC balancing with closed-loop control (see Figure 35). The test will be
performed on one module (four cells). The microcontroller measures the four cells voltages
every 5 min, and then selecting the higher and the lower energy cells. After knowing the
target cells, the microcontroller outputs the suitable on/off pulses into the corresponding
switches to start the energy shuttling between the cells for 5 min. This test was done using the
SSC balancing only and the BC balancing is turned off.
3rd experimental test demonstrates the converter balancing between the modules as shown in
Figure 36. In this test, the converter is shuttling energy between two modules through the AB.
The converter connects the higher module into the AB using the converter UWE-12/6 for 5 min.
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Then it is connecting the AB into lower module using the converter UWE-15/5 for 5 min and
so on till MB.
Due to long executed time of this test, the three tests are performed as; 12 operating hour balancing
system then 12 h rest (rest due to night).
Some notes can be seen from Figure 34, which are:
(1) There are some notches in the capacitor voltage that are happened after the rest period (12 h),
when the capacitor voltage is decreased to the low values.
(2) The cells voltages also change after the rest period. The higher cell’s voltage is increased and
the lower cell’s voltage is decreased very little.
Figure 34. Experimental results of 20 A·h cells with SSC open-loop balancing (Test No. 1).

More comparison and details are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Experimental balancing tests results, 20 A·h using SSC with boosting technique
and isolated bidirectional DC/DC converter (IBC).
Experiment comparison

Test No. 1: SSC open-loop

Test No. 2: SSC closed-loop

Test No. 3: converter

C (mf)

100

100

-

F (Hz)

500

500

-

Boosting pulse (μs)

50

110

-

Balancing time (h)

90

156

5.65

Initial OCVs (V)

4.105, 3.915

3.891, 3.763, 3.720, 3.606

M1 = 3.925 + 3.933 + 3.936 + 3.932;
M2 = 3.554 + 3.504 + 3.519 + 3.515;
M1 = 15.726, M2 = 14.092
M1 = 3.663 + 3.664 + 3.662 + 3.660;
Final OCVs (V)

4.000, 3.993

3.727, 3.722, 3.723, 3.717

M2 = 3.667 + 3.653 + 3.659 + 3.658;
M1 = 14.649, M2 = 14.637

Initial OCVs Diff. (mV)

190

128, 43, 114 (total = 285)

1634

Final OCVs Diff. (mV)

7

5, −1, 6 (total = 10)

12

Initial SoCs (%)

96.7, 76.7

73.8, 58.5, 51.2 18.5

Final SoCs (%)

86.5, 85.8

53, 51.4, 51.8, 50.8

Initial SoCs Diff. (%)

20% or 4 A·h

15.3, 6.7, 32.7 (sum = 54.7)

Average = 78.75 − 2.7 = 76.05

Final SoCs Diff. (%)

0.7% or 0.14 A·h

1.6, −0.4, 1 (sum = 2.2)

Average = 33.5 − 32.5 = 1

M1 = 77.9, 79, 79.3, 78.8;
M2 = 7.6, 0, 2, 1.2
M1 = 33.8, 34.2, 33.3, 32.7;
M2 = 35.4, 30.1, 32.4, 32.5

Some notes on Figure 35:
(1) It is clear that the closed-loop control works well. In the beginning (first 28 h), the microcontroller
is shuttling the energy between the Cells 2 and 4. From 28 h to 112 h, the cells (No. 1 and 2)
are nearly equal, so that the controller is shuttling the energy between Cells 1 and 4, alternately
with Cells 2 and 4. Form 112 h till the balancing is occurred; the controller is alternately
changing between the all cells to have balance.
(2) The bottom part of Figure 35 gives the voltage difference between the higher and the lower
energy cells.
Further comparison is shown in Table 4.
Some notes on Figure 36:
• The top divisions of Figure 36 show the cells’ voltage;
• The bottom part of Figure 36 shows the two modules voltage.
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Figure 35. Experimental results of 20 A·h cells with SSC closed-loop balancing (Test No. 2).
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Figure 36. Experimental results of 20 A·h cells with between modules converter balancing
Test No. 3 (top to bottom), the two modules’ cells voltages, modules voltages, modules
voltages screen capture.

From the previous three figures and Table 4, it can be concluded that:





The three tests are done with very high differences between the cells or the modules’ SoC.
This is done for studying the proposed balancing system along wide ranges of balance.
The first and the second tests took a long equalization time. Because of they have using the
SSC balancing without the converter and mainly they should transfer huge amount of capacities
e.g., 2 A·h and 10.94 A·h, respectively.
Open-loop control in test no. 1 gives maximum voltage difference of 7 mV at balancing.
While the closed-loop control gives 10 mV maximum voltage differences. The difference in
final voltages (3 mV) between the open and closed-loop control may be due to voltage
measurements errors. In addition, these voltage differences can be smaller such as the 2.3 A·h
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cells tests results (1.5 mV or little more). But the tests need more time to reach these small
differences because of the high capacity (20 A·h) cells.
Using large boosting pulse in Test No. 2 (110 μs) increases the energies summation of the cells
at the end of balance.
The BC transfers a high amount of energy nearly 7.6 A·h (76% SoCdiff × 20 A·h/2) or 110.96 W·h
in 5.75 h. It decreases the system balancing time significantly more than using the SSC
balancing only.
The proposed balancing system can provide maximum voltage differences of 6 mV between
cells and 12 mV (or less) between modules.

8. Proposed BMS with Modularized Balancing System Pricing
The proposed modularized system will divide the battery pack of 96 cells, 3.65 V and 20 A·h each
into 12 modules (8 cells per module). Therefore, there will be nine slaves’ microcontroller (8 for the
SSC slaves and one slave for the converter) and one master microcontroller.
The battery pack has an average price of 9600 Euro (96 × 100є for the laboratory bought cells),
i.e., the proposed BMS price is nearly 7.6% (734/9600) of the battery pack price.
The proposed battery system including the BMS components and prices are listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Battery balancing system elements and prices.
Point of comparsions

SSC
# per module Total (module × 12)

BC

Total

€/one

Total price (€)

MOSFETs

14 × 2,
(n + 6) × 2

336

17 × 2 + 2,
(m + 5) × 2 + 2

372

0.08

29.76

Transformers with
two secondary

14/2, (n + 6)/2

84

17/2 + 1,
(m + 5)/2 + 1

94

1.81

170.14

Rectifier bridges

14, (n + 6)

168

17, (m + 5)

185

0.24

44.4

Opto-couplers

14, (n + 6)

168

17, (m + 5)

185

0.15

27.75

Capacitors 22 mF

1

12

1

13

2.04

26.52

Microcontroller18F4550

1

12

1+1

14

4.02

56.28

Fuses

8 + 2, (n + 2)

120

12 + 3, (m + 3)

133

0.10

13.3

7812, Regulator

4

48

2

50

0.34

17

7805, Regulator

1

12

1

13

0.27

3.51

7905, Regulator

1

12

1

13

0.27

3.51

Resistors

60

720

30

750

0.01

7.5

Ceramic capacitors

40

480

20

500

0.01

5

Op-ampLM324AN

4

48

2

50

0.29

14.5

Temperature sensor

1

12

1

13

0.29

3.77

Multiplexer74HC4051

1

12

0

12

0.49

5.88

Isolated I2CADUM1251

1

12

1

13

4.38

56.94

Display

-

1

-

1

14.88

14.88

1

12

1

13

18

234

2

PCBs (10 × 8 cm )
Total (€)

-

734
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9. Conclusions
The proposed balancing system with 12 cells battery pack has been simulated using the Simulink
MATLAB® program environment for the system power circuits’ simulation. In addition, the battery
pack is also simulated using ISIS, part of the Proteus® program, for the system interfacing and
control simulation.
Different simulations have been performed on the battery pack. Group of simulation have been
tested into internal modules’ balancing using the SSC without and with boosting technique, and MB
using BC.
Two battery pack prototypes have been experimentally implemented. The first has 4 Li-ions cells
with 2.3 A·h. It has been used to test the SSC balancing behavior with varying operating conditions
(C, F & Vdiff.). The second prototype of 12 Li-ion cells (3 modules) with 20 A·h have has been realized
experimentally. This prototype has represented the full-proposed BMS using SSC/IBC balancing,
thermal management, charge/discharge control and input/output user interfacing.
The simulation models and the experimental prototypes have been discussed with systems in detail.
The simulation and experimental results proof the validity of the extracted transferred energy
function, as well as, the proposed technique to control the balancing systems.
The proposed balancing system (SSC/IBC) gives good results during the system simulation and
experimental tests. During the simulation, the system has 1 mV voltage difference between the
module cells. For the experimental tests, the balancing system has a 1.5 mV (open-loop) maximum
voltage difference between the cells for the 2.3 A·h cells. Moreover, it gives 7 mV to 10 mV for the
20 A·h cells during open and closed loop-control respectively.
A modularized balancing system implemented by adding the BC balancing decreases the SSC balancing
time significantly. Approximate commercial BMS pricing for a complete battery pack is proposed.
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Abbreviations or Glossary
AB
BC
BMSs
BP
DTSC
EV
EPNGV
IBC
IMB
Li-ion

Auxiliary battery
Bidirectional DC/DC converter
Battery management systems
Battery pack
Double-tiered switched capacitor balancing
Electric vehicle
Extended partnership for a new generation of vehicles
Isolated bidirectional DC/DC converter
Inside module balancing
Lithium-ion
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LFP
Li-Po
MB
MSC
PWM
RUL
SC
SoC
SoH
SSC
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Lithium iron phosphate
Lithium-polymer
Module balancing
Modularized switched capacitor balancing
Pulse width modulation
Remaining useful life
Switched capacitor
State of charge (%)
State of health (%)
Single switched capacitor
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